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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good evening. Should we really be concerned about Privacy? Is this something we can control or have we become enslaved by it? That is: enslaved by the government, enslaved by the large corporations wishing to exploit the market, enslaved by the rush to adopt new technologies for entertainment and social interaction? Possibly all of that is true! But regardless, we have a duty - both morally and legally - to protect personal information, particularly personal information that has been entrusted to us by others - PLUS - our own personal information if we wish to limit the damage that unnecessary disclosure can cause. Tonight’s talk – Privacy is your Problem – how to be empowered not enslaved – will provide an insight into the problems and solutions for a safer society.



to prevent any confusion
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Presentation Notes
Last week when getting a haircut I was asked by the young lad “what have you been up to?” I told him about this Education tour I was doing and he seemed very disinterested. So I probed further and he simply said well I guess somebody has to support the big-end of town. Strange, I thought – surely young people have some interest in privacy – I have two teenage children who are at least aware if not as paranoid as I am – perhaps they are not the norm? Furthermore, I had just read an article in the ACS’s ‘Information Age’ titled “four surprising ways teens use digital technology” that discussed how they shared passwords as a way of showing trust. So, perhaps privacy is dead for gen Y and younger - I’m just fighting a lost cause. When the barber then said “so you pay for all your films then do you” I then realised CLICK – I said I was going to talk about “Privacy Protection” CLICK – he thought I said “Piracy Prevention”. Yes, he was interested after all, I hope you will all be? 



a bit about me
 30 years+ experience in IT - I've always worked in risk / risk minimization 

 Firstly in machine and aircraft control systems - last 15 years focus on Health IT

 Chair of Australian and the International workgroups on Health Privacy and Security 

 Australian Law Reform technical committee, Standards committee IT14 

 Many submissions to government changes to legislation and policy

 Now work as a Cyber Security and Privacy consultant –industry, gov. and professional societies

 I publish ‘How-To’ eBooks to assist practitioners, particularly SMEs
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Presentation Notes
First, a little about myself. With a background in both Academia and Industry I have always worked - that is undertaken research and system development - in risk minimisation with IT systems.For example - safety-related machine control and safety-critical aircraft control systems. For the last 15 years I have focussed on Health IT (or eHealth) and was invited to assist with the Australian Law Reform of the Commonwealth Privacy Law. Since then I have authored many submissions to government, mainly the Department of Health, on the proposed changes to legislation to include the government ehealth record  and the unique health identifiers. As a consultant, I run workshops and publish eBooks to assist the practitioners in industry on the complexities of Cyber security and Privacy. Don’t worry, I’m not here to give you the hard sell - but as a lifelong IT educator to provide insight into some of the critical aspects regarding the Protection of Sensitive Information -  particularly personal information that rely on and demand Privacy safeguards.CLICK 



topics
• is privacy dead?
• privacy law changes
• holistic view of privacy
• calculating privacy risks
• privacy analysis – case study
• privacy-by-design
• ‘My Health Record’
• social networking
• the way forward?
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Presentation Notes
Here are the topics I wish to cover. The Privacy law underwent significant change last year – also other new related laws have been brought in – I will briefly review these. Essentially, I will introduce Privacy and provide a holistic view on its relationship with security, trust, confidentiality and most importantly safety. I will show you why its not always easy to do a risk assessment especially for IT systems. I will walk you through a Case Study based on a real application and consider the best approaches to building Privacy into the design stage of the system. If we have time another case study regarding the new government centralised health record system that all Australians will automatically be signed up to in the near future. Finally I will discuss the growing concerns over the Privacy invasiveness of social networking applications and discuss the best ways forward from here.  
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Presentation Notes
Firstly – Is the concept of Privacy now dead in today’s connected society?



is privacy dead?

“You have zero privacy anyway. Get over it.”
Scott McNealy (Co-founder, Sun Microsystems) 1999
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Presentation Notes
That is - no matter whatever we do - we cannot stop our personal data from being hacked - used by governments without our permission or knowledge - or being acquired by large corporations using data analytics with Big Data! 15 years ago the CEO of Sun thought Privacy was Dead – when he stated “You have zero privacy anyway. Get over it.” Not everyone agreed!



is privacy dead?

“If you have something that you don’t want anyone to know, maybe 
you shouldn’t be doing it in the first place”

Eric Schmidt (CEO, Google) 2009
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Presentation Notes
The CEO of Google stated that perhaps if you have nothing to hide you would not be concerned. Of course that does not apply when somebody wants to steal your identity for criminal purposes. 



is privacy dead?

“Arguing that you don't care about the right to privacy because you 
have nothing to hide is no different than saying you don't care about 

free speech because you have nothing to say” 

Edward Snowden, 2015
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Presentation Notes
More controversially, Edward Snowden of the NSA whistle-blower fame - says its more about a moral right that you may wish to exercise – like free speech – rather than having something to hide.    



is privacy dead?

“We believe that people have a fundamental right to privacy. 
The American people demand it, the constitution demands it, 

morality demands it”
Tim Cook (CEO, Apple) 2015
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Presentation Notes
Apple, CEO reinforces this - and adds that in America it’s a constitutional issue. Of course this brings up one of the big issues – who’s laws apply?  Particularly when you use cloud-based services and apps? 



is privacy dead?

“Digital surveillance is worse than anything George Orwell could 
have foreseen” 

Joseph Cannataci (UN Privacy Chief) 2015
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Presentation Notes
Finally, the UN Privacy Chief recently claimed that we have already gone beyond what Orwell predicted 65 years ago in his novel called ‘1984’ which included the infamous slogan ‘Big Brother is Watching You’. 



SMH thinks 
Privacy is dead!

“On 13 Oct this country's entire 
communications industry will be turned 
into a surveillance and monitoring arm of 
at least 21 agencies of executive 
government”

“The electronically logged data of 
mobile, landline voice (including missed 
and failed) calls and text messages, all 
Aus emails, download volumes and 
location information” 

“Mandatorily retained by Australian 
telcos and ISPs or face a $2 Million fine”
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The Sydney Morning Herald thinks privacy is Dead – {POINTER} “The digital privacy of Australian ends from Tuesday, October 13th Media articles are currently focussed on the changes to the law that require Telcoms and ISPs to retain everyone's Meta Data. Meta data is not the content of a message or call – it is the time, duration, location, download volume, any missed calls, etc. – and includes all your emails, landline call, mobile call and text messages – overseas emails are currently exempt This article claims that - if the telco so chooses - they can also keep and reveal your browsing history. Note that overseas services are excluded such as Gmail, Hotmail and Yahoo but they may be subject to disclosure in their own country.  CLICK - There is a lot that can be revealed from Meta Data. An ABC journalist published his Meta Data and asked the community to work out what they could about him from it. Using hot spotting they worked out where he lived, worked, how he travelled to work, when he flew and to where, when he moved house, where his parents lived and time and date he visited them, when he was away with friends and who they most likely were. He has asked people to stop digging now as it is creeping him out. Note that the reporter was only provided with his outgoing metadata from Telstra but the government will see incoming as well. CLICK - Under the Privacy Act you are permitted to get a copy of your meta data and after a ruling by the Privacy Commissioner, Telstra will now provide you with some Meta Data  - That is everything the government can see - but only outgoing calls – this comes at a price – about $25.
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Now we shall take a quick look at what recent Law changes have occurred in Australia that impact privacy.



new laws
 Privacy Act - Updated 12 March 2014 - after major review 

Now contains 13 new Australian Privacy Principles (APPs)

 Telecommunications (Interception and Access) 
Amendment (Data Retention) - Act 2015

 Personally Controlled Electronic Health Act

Centralised government health record for all Australians

 Health Identifiers Act 

Every Australian assigned a unique 16 digit ID 
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CLICK – The Privacy Act 1988 changed in March last year following a major review - more about this in a minute CLICK – The  Data Retention Amendments to the Telecommunications Act 2015 - Already discussed - allows 21 government agencies to access your Meta Data – without your permission or a warrant CLICK – The Personally Controlled Electronic Health act allowed any Australian to request that some for their government held medical data, e.g. Prescriptions charged to Medicare, to be uploaded for both personal and clinical use. CLICK – The Health Identifiers Act assigned every Australian (who has ever used Medicare, i.e. almost all Australians) a unique identifying 16 digit number Also don’t forget the SPAM Act and Do Not Call register ACT and the Freedom of Information Act 



Privacy law changes – Australian Privacy Principles 
APP 1 – open and transparent

management of personal information
◦ more prescriptive requirements for privacy 

policies

APP 2 – anonymity and pseudonymity 
◦ Provide individuals ,where practical, with the 

option of dealing with entities anonymously 
(e.g. pseudonym)

APP 3 – collection of solicited personal 
information 

◦ Collect from Individual and only collect 
‘Sensitive’ with consent

APP 7 – direct marketing 
◦ When individual consents or would expect 

this and if they can opt-out easily

APP 8 – cross-border disclosures 
◦ Agency must take reasonable steps to ensure overseas 

recipients comply with APPs

APP 11 – security of personal information 
◦ Steps to destroy/de-identified when no longer needed

APP 12 – access to personal information 
◦ Process for individuals to access and correct their personal 

information 

APP 13 – correction of personal information
◦ Correct so that its up-to-date, complete, relevant, accurate 

and not misleading

13 APPs now (previously 10 NPPs or 11 IPPs)
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CLICK - In Brief, the Privacy Act now uses 13 APPs – These replace and unify the 10 National Privacy Principles and 11 Information Privacy Principles that applied to organisations and government agencies respectively the changes include APP1 – a prescriptive requirement for all business with a turnover greater than $3 Million pa. or anyone with health records, tenancy databases etc. to have a detailed privacy policy AP2 - Individuals should be able where practicable not identify themselves when dealing with  business and agencies – although they usually ask who you are and often ask you confirm with some personal details like DOB.APP 3 – collection of personal info should not be indirect unless necessary and any sensitive info, e.g. medical, criminal history, political, religious or sexual persuasion, needs your consent. APP 7 – you should be able to easily opt-out of any direct marketingCLICK - APP 8 – if you store info overseas then APP 8 requires that any overseas organisation will comply with the Australian APPsInformation must be destroyed when no longer needed (except government agencies) under APP 11 SecurityYou must be able to easily and freely access any personal info a company holds APP 12 and they must correct it if necessary APP13
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I mentioned before that to understand Privacy and evaluate it, we need to take a more holistic view on the risks. Our privacy is often breached as a result of a security breach – but not always. Sometimes it’s a result of an organisation changing its practices and policies. Here we will examine the wider relationships that concern Privacy.



holistic view of privacy
Good SECURITY is essential but far from the whole story

PRIVACY protection goes much further - it requires a holistic view

What if SECURITY is breached but the information disclosed can not identifying you?

What if personal information is disclosed by other means? - e.g. an overseas organizations 
hassling you to buy the latest insulin pumps since they were informed that you are a diabetic.

What if authorized users look up your personal information when they have no moral right to do 
so? - e.g. your sensitive information is not part of their case load?

That is, they were authorized by the system since they work at the organization concerned. They 
might be your relatives or acquaintances!

Your PRIVACY is breached  (although the SECURITY may not have been)
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CLICK - A security breach may impact your privacy but not necessarily. CLICK- If the information that is disclosed contains no personally identifiable information OR by looking at the information, perhaps its about locations people have visited taken from meta data, is unreasonably  difficult for anyone to be identified from that data? If yes, then its not necessarily a privacy breach. CLICK- Personal information might be passed on  from one company to another, for example an overseas company that can by their laws hassle you into buying something – like the latest insulin pump since they were told you are diabetic.  CLICK – many privacy breaches occur when people who have system access, i.e. they are authorised, look at and possible disclose information that they are not morally entitled to. In a hospital, you are a clinician but you look up a relative even though they are not part of your case load. Here we have no security breach as such but a breach of Confidentiality and a breach of Trust by an organisation or a profession. 



confidentiality and trust
CONFIDENTIALITY is about not disclosing secret information

Patient CONFIDENTIALITY is about the healthcare practitioners keeping personal sensitive 
health information ‘secret’ from anyone who doesn't ‘need-to-know’

In business, ‘commercial in confidence’ relates to CONFIDENTIALITY of company secrets

TRUST is the confidence you place in others to keep secrets and protect you

What if you provide your contact list to an organization (or an app) and they later use this in 
ways you would never had agreed to when you originally provided it?

They may use your contact list to sell services and claim it was from your recommendation

A breach of organizational TRUST
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CLICK- Confidentiality is essentially about keeping things secret that have been classified. CLICK - In Health is about keeping personal sensitive health information ‘secret’ from anyone who doesn't ‘need-to-know’  - In business - ‘Commercial in Confidence’ relates to CONFIDENTIALITY of company secretsCLICK – Trust relates to the confidence you place in a person or organisation to do the right thingCLICK – For example, you may allow a software app to access your contact list so they can keep you up to date on their status – but later on they change their approach and start the hard sell on your friends and then claim you recommended them – You may have automatically permitted this when you next signed in by accepting new terms and conditions – which turned out to be 40 pages long and very ambiguous – I have an example of this latter on under social networks – Your trust in such an organisation would have been damaged. 



safety
What if the personal (possibly sensitive) information that is breached causes you 
or an acquaintance harm?

SAFETY is about taking measures to minimize harm

What if a SECURITY breach causes important information to be: 
◦ corrupted (poor integrity) or 
◦ really slows the system down (poor availability) or 
◦ makes it impossible to retrieve (inaccessible)? 

This might cause harm to either ‘you’ or the ‘system’ – which in turn may cause harm to the business.
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CLICK - Some of the breaches talked about can cause harm. Especially if it results in the disclosure of very sensitive information about you that could affect your relationships or job prospects. Hence a safe system is one that minimises harm – minimises to acceptable levels. You can never in practice be 100% secure or 100% safe – unless, of course, you develop a systems that nobody can every access and does nothing.  CLICK - We know that security breaches can cause harm to an IT systems in terms of the integrity of the data – it might change or delete it – slow the systems down or cause total ‘denial of service’  - Hence - safe IT systems – are ones that prevents harm to the individual or the systems and by systems we include the business. 



harm
HARM to be concerned about with regard to IT systems:

Harm to: 
◦ the individual (embarrassment, loss of finance, social status, job or respect); 
◦ the system (integrity, availability or accessibility); 
◦ the business (trust, financial); 
◦ the community and environment (confidence, respect, financial and damage).
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Harm with regard to IT systems - can be wide ranging – simple embarrassment, loss of finance, social status, job or respect – harm to integrity, availability or accessibility (or usability) – loss of trust, loss of confidence or simply physical (possibly irreversible) damage. 



risks
Minimising the IT RISKS of: 
◦ unauthorised access (SECURITY) 
◦ inappropriate disclosure regarding identifiable individuals (PRIVACY) 
◦ inappropriate disclosure of secret/protected information (CONFIDENTIALITY)
◦ unexpected organisational behaviour (TRUST) 
◦ harm to individual, system or secrets (SAFETY)

“exposure to the chance of injury or loss; 
a hazard or dangerous chance” 

[‘Risk’ definition: Macquarie Dictionary]
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To minimise the possibility of harm we need to minimise the IT RISKS associated with: unauthorised access {POINTER}inappropriate disclosure regarding identifiable individuals {POINTER}inappropriate disclosure of secret/protected information {POINTER}unexpected (unacceptable) organisational behaviour {POINTER}harm to individual, system or secrets {POINTER}CLICK - When we come to analyse risk - in the case study - we will see it has two components - associated with chance and consequence. 



holistic view

SAFETY PRIVACYTRUST

SECURITY

CONFIDENTIALITY

only those 
authorised 
can access

those authorised 
don’t reveal 
secrets

authorised 
protection 

protect 
individuals

protect  information

protect  secrets

only those that 
‘need to know’   
can access

keep identities
secret

Safety = harm (any) x breach (any)

Security = harm (system) x breach (security)

Privacy = harm (individual) x breach (privacy)

Trust = harm (any) x breach (publicity)

Confidentiality = harm (secrets) x breach (any)

authorised 
don’t 
reveal 

identities

restrict access to secrets
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Bringing all these things together we now get the holistic viewCLICK - We can map the relationship between Security and Privacy Privacy to Confidentiality to Trust back to SecurityAnd it’s a 3D Model linking Trust and Privacy plus Confidentiality and SecurityCLICK – most importantly minimising the risk of harm puts SAFTY in the centre. {Small delay for audience to comprehend}CLICK – finally we can add the risk equations to see what each of these  consists of. {POINTER}



recent example
• breach (security) from disclosure of 33 million 

accounts to unauthorised hackers

• breach (publicity) occurred when criminals 
threatened to expose accounts on the Internet   

• breach (privacy) resulted when personal data 
was published for all to download

• ‘significant’ harm (individual) and harm 
(business) as a consequence

• SECURITY and PRIVACY risks may have now
been minimised by the company

• TRUST, CONFIDENTIALITY and SAFETY risk levels 
remain ‘Very High’ 
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The breach of a dating site (in fact an infidelity dating site) known as Ashley Madison is one case in point. This might be a less savoury example but nevertheless a significant business on the internet. It is currently being investigated by the Australian Privacy Commissioner. 33 million accounts hacked – ones with very personal information that many people would not want revealed. CLICK – what stated as a security breach – possibly an inside job but nevertheless the fact that someone can access so much information is a breach of the companies security policies.   CLICK – next was a publicity breach when the criminal hackers made it public and threatened to expose the accounts on the web CLICK – the privacy breach occurred when the private data was uploaded for all to seeCLICK – the harm is significant for the individuals concerned – it has been reported that at least two suicides are a direct result of this for example and a significant business risk CLICK – the company may have since increased their security and reduced further Privacy risks CLICK – but the risks associated with TRUST, Confidentiality and Safety will remain unacceptably high. Notwithstanding what the company does the ‘perceived’ risks have escalated to the point the company is probably no longer viable. 
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Risk calculation can be problematic. I will review why this is – especially so for IT systems and new technologies. 



calculating privacy risks
To calculate privacy risk levels:

You need to know the chance of a breach occurring

this can be measured in likelihood (i.e. frequency) of a breach occurrence per annum

These factors are much easier to estimate when you have a reliable history of occurrences and 
you are dealing with well understood technologies, e.g.:

EASIER – risks from Australian postal services misdelivering personal letters  

HARDER – risks from new mobile APP to access your personal details from a company database

You also need to know the impact (consequences) once a breach has occurred

this can be measured in ‘number of records’ or ‘cost to business’, etc.
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We might talk about risks being high, medium, low or negligible etc. but how do we determine this? CLICK – as mentioned before, privacy risk levels can be determined using two factors.  First what are the chance of a breach occurring and CLICK - Second what are the consequences (or impact) if it does?CLICK – making such predictions is much easier when you have a good history and a reliable technology. For example, I can do an analysis of how many items are reported as misdeliver for Australian post and be fairly confident what the future risks are providing – here things don’t change too much – unless they swap delivery methods by using flying drones to deliver - as suggested by Amazon. New technologies and ones where we have crackers (criminal hackers) and other adversaries is much more challenging – for example - a new software app with online data access.  



example risk history
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Here is an example of a fairly predictable risk calculation – something insurance companies would be well aware of. The figures come from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. Chart showing risk of fatal accident each year per 100,000 population. You can make forward estimates for next year with small probability of errors.Forward estimates show this should continue down to approx. 5 per 100,000 by 2016 -  i.e. 1 in 20,000 chance per annum. But don’t be too complacent – these figures become more significant the longer you live if you live 80 years this equates to 1 in 250 overallBy comparison we know that commercial aircraft is 500 times safer – and yet they make extensive use of IT control systems�These are calculated risks using reliable history�BUT - What do you do when you have no history or very unpredictable outcomes? – a greenfield project 



Annual number of data breaches and exposed 
records in the United States 2005-2014 

offers some 
predictability?
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Well we do have history of data breaches. As this slide shows the number of breaches from 2005 to 2014 continues to rise. But chance of a breach is only one component of risk – the impact shown on the bottom graph in terms of total number of records exposed is not consistent – for risk analysis we have to take both factors into account.CLICK – 2009 is interesting - breaches when down from previous year - but the number of records exposed when up significantly – so the risk depends on the magnitude of the impact and the chance of a breach Note 2014 shows 85 million records 



Over 100 Million Affected in 2015 
Healthcare Data Breaches
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But so far in 2015 we have 100 million records and that is with healthcare records alone!One significant breach can make all the difference. 



Largest Reported Data Breaches
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Remember Ashley Maddison – well it’s only just on the scale of the biggest breaches ever recorded.BUT it might be the worst in terms of Privacy impact – remember not all security breaches have a significant privacy breach. Did the largest breach here - the New York City Taxi breach - have such a significant privacy impact on people? What sort of information did this breach reveal? 



consider 
highly 
volatile?
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Now there are topics where predictability and risk are an art form – take most of the financial predictions. Where is this ‘balance of trade graph’ going to go next {POINTER} – if I consistently knew the answer to this – then I would be comfortably retired by now.  
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Now I would like to consider a real case study – some of the details have been changed to protect the organisation and people but the analysis is consistent. 



privacy analysis - case study
Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)

“Online Information Management for Members”

YourOnlineFriends.com is an Internet-based service to assist parents or guardians of children 
with special medical needs. 

They plan on extending their services to allow online applications for new members and 
information updates by existing members. 

This will include entry of personal information, some of which is highly sensitive. 

This PIA considers the impact on privacy through the addition of these new services. 
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CLICK - The case study follows a privacy analysis known as a privacy impact assessment or PIACLICK - The company called ‘YourOnlineFriends.com’ – now please don’t go an register that name and then sue me for defamation – provide a service that allows a community of people with children of special medical needs to communicate and get unbiased information on relevant services and products to help their needs. In order to register they have to provide a GP signed letter showing their children have particular medical conditions to keep out the trolls and advertisers, etc. CLICK – they wish to expand their services by providing online access to update information, some of which is sensitive. 



areas of concern
The main concerns:
◦ lack of system documentation from third party IT service providers
◦ use of shared resources (e.g. USB drive, Dropbox, shared network drives, etc.) 
◦ a necessity to strengthen network security measures

Other concerns: 
◦ unnecessary collection of some personal information
◦ not providing an opt-out from direct marketing 
◦ the focus on information security rather than privacy at the annual audits
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CLICK - Outcome from the executive summaryMain concerns – was poor documentation – the third party supplier not wishing to give up its hold on the clientUse of insecure services like Dropbox to share filesBackdoors in security to ease maintenance – i.e. encryption passwords in plan text embedded in the backup scriptsCLICK – In complying with the APPs other areas included collecting information they did not need – assuming direct marketing was ok as they signed up – mainly focussing on security issues, e.g. pen testing that would not show up many of the concerns, at the annual audits. 



areas of concern (2)
Recommendations:
◦ some practices by staff members resulting in unintentionally violation 

of the Australian Privacy Principles
◦ introduction of staff privacy training 
◦ YourOnlineFriends.com makes use of third party service providers yet it is 

still responsible for the privacy of its customers
◦ the inclusion of privacy compliance in third-party service agreements
◦ maintaining ongoing compliance and the publication of an abridged PIA
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Also, staff awareness of privacy was poor – they only concerned themselves with confidentiality and put the system at risk by poor practices – hence specific privacy training requiredRecommendations on reining in the third party suppliers and ensuring they comply Sending out a positive message to the community by publishing the PIA in an abridged form 



PIA
 The Australian government recommends 

undertaking a PIA 

 This case study identified twenty potential 
privacy impacts. 

 Privacy impact was estimated ranging from 
High-level to Medium to Low-level risks. 

 Report provided recommended actions to 
mitigate these risks down to an acceptable level. 

 Actioned as soon as reasonably practicable
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A Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) is a recognised way of reviewing new projects and determining the impact they have on an individual’s privacy. The Australian government recommends undertaking a PIA to ascertain if new projects are both compliant with the law and acceptable by the community. This PIA analysed the information flows and identified twenty potential privacy impacts. The likelihood of occurrence of each privacy impact was estimated to allow a calculation of Risk. These range from High-level to Low-level risks. The report provides recommended actions to mitigate these risks down to an acceptable level. They should be actioned as soon as reasonably practicable since many identified risks are evident in the current practices undertaken by YourOnlineFriends.com.



PIA Steps
 12 steps that lead up to a executive 
management report and presentation

 Not a trivial process but only really 
requires common sense

1. Check Compliance with the Privacy Act
2. Threshold Assessment
3. Plan and Scope the PIA
4. Information Gathering
5. Information Flow Map Diagram 
6. Determine the Risks
7. Analyse the Risks
8. Check Legal Compliance
9. Formulate Recommendations
10.Prepare the PIA Report
11.Present your Results
12.Follow up the PIA, document and secure 
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Government PIA recommends 10 steps – I have added a couple more to simplify the process – it can be very involved – depends on the complexity of the project – it might conclude early on that one is not necessary 
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Starting with – “Do you need to comply with the Privacy Act?” {POINTER} Note that - Not everyone does – but more organisation do than they realise. The Privacy Commissioner can fine organisations up to $1.7 million for serious offences - and individuals $340,000 Then a threshold assessment will determine if a PIA is necessary for a given project  {POINTER} If, you decide to proceed, then a scoping exercise  {POINTER} and information gathering  {POINTER} comes next – usually through structured interviews with key stakeholders. 
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Once you have collated the required information then this can be mapped with an information flow diagrams  {POINTER} or tables that the various stakeholders can understand and confirm what really happens. For example where are business continuity files or backup located? Next step is to define and analyse the privacy risks  {POINTER} – which include recommendations to mitigate against these risks or minimise their harmAn APP compliance check follows to see if the project follows the legal requirements  {POINTER} The findings and recommendations form part of the report. Note that you should avoid making changes to the design until the report is finalised – fixing things as you go along is not the right approach  {POINTER} 



steps checklist
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Since it can be an involved process – I used a list to check off each step and keep track of progress for each stage. Step 1 is to check if the Privacy Act apply to you – this was achieved in practice through an interactive questionnaire 



threshold 
outcome

step 2 - PIA 
threshold 
assessment
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Here is an excerpt of the Threshold Assessment for this case study – as you might expect the questions focus on personal information and the types of personal information being collected or disclosed. The important part is the final question  {POINTER} – are you going to proceed or not? Even if you decide not to then you have appropriately documented why – just in case it is challenged later – in a court hearing perhaps after a class action is made as with the Ashley Maddison caseIn this case study the answer was yes  {POINTER} – its contains sensitive information – it will be online – there is community expectations – this was a no brainer. 



step 3 –
scope
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The nest step was to scope the study. For example in this case study it included marketing  {POINTER} – they had testimonials from individuals – had they appropriately consented? Note it also include conversations when the member details were on the screen in front of staff  {POINTER} – could visitors overhear?



scope (2)
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Scope needs to spell out what is out-of-scope to ensure the PIA gets finished on time. The company said we might go over to cloud services next year  {POINTER} – sorry that’s out of scope – that will require a new PIA.  



step 4 -
info 
needed 
checklist
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The information gathering is important and involved - 65 questions in total – as we have learnt privacy issues are wide ranging. For example – Can you describe the process by which the identity of the individuals will be verified? {POINTER Q3} In this case study it was through a signed GP letter for example.



step 5 – information mapping
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Having gathered all the information the next step is mapping out the information flows – this is just an example from the case study of a high-level flow of information between the main servers. Those at HQ in Sydney and the standby servers in Melbourne – note no direct connectivity between the databases and the internet nor between databases (which would be easiest to make backup copies but too risky). 



10 key 
questions 
checklist

step 6 –
determine 
risks 
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As part of the risk analysis the case study included 10 key questions. These are to ensure that most critical aspects of a privacy risk analysis are covered in your risk analysis. For example question 1 “do individuals have to give up control of their personal information” {POINTER Q1} – the answers for this study was No – they get more control but possibly at a cost of increased risk from using the Internet to access.  



step 6 –
determine 
risks 

summary 
of risks 
table
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The next step is to determine the privacy risks – this table is a copy of the spreadsheet that shows the top nine privacy risks – there were 4 HIGH level risks plus 5 Medium level risks can be seen here. We will consider one of these risks in a minute. As you can see there are two columns that determine the risk levels – namely Likelihood of the risk and the Impact  {POINTER}  - These are automatically calculated by the spreadsheet but are derived from a risk matrix. 



‘Australian Government Protective Security Governance Guidelines’ 
i.e. business impact levels when determining risk rating 

Australian Government publication – ‘Information Security Management Guidelines 
Risk management of outsourced ICT arrangements (including Cloud)’
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This is the risk matrix recommended by the government that maps likelihood to consequences (ie. impact) – there are more than one type of risk matrix – this one has a higher bias toward consequences than some of the international standard matrixes have. It’s not important which is actually used – what is important is what does it mean – mean to you? 



likelihood 
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To understand what this might mean in practice I highly recommend that Likelihood and Impact are spelt outCLICK - Here is a table that shows what is meant by likelihood – if you are expecting 1 breach a year then it is classified as ‘Likely’ {POINTER}  – 1 in 10 years ‘Possible’ {POINTER} You can always change this when the numbers go up or down. This would be done at the regular audits – 1 year minimum.  



impact 
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Impact also needs to be spelt out – it is going to depend on the size of your operation. Ashley Maddison had a $115 million turnover in 2014 so a breach costing $3 Million is not catastrophic as it would be for a company with only a $5 Million turnover such as an SME - which is what these figures show  {POINTER}   



step 7 –
analyse 
risks
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Good. We now know to how to map the Impacts and Likelihood to determine the risk levels. Here is one of the HIGH risks from the case study  {POINTER} – this represents a known high risk  - not keeping the software up to date with security patches as soon as practicable. The recommendation is to insist the third party IT vendors update regularly not after the annual security audit  {POINTER} . This was a failure of AAPT who use Melbourne IT for their IT services – AAPT was found to be responsible by the Privacy Commissioner in his ruling 



Presenter
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I will just show you how this risk analysis was created in practiceCLICK VIDEO START - First - identifying the risk – this came from a list of typical privacy risks – not keeping the system secure through regular updates of security patchesAPP 11 applies i.e. securityThe likelihood was originally estimated to be ‘possible’ , i.e. 1 in 10 years And the impact to be major – these are set and the result is a Medium risk levelAfter a breach occurred this was revised from possible to likely – hence the risk is automatically recalculated as high The mitigation strategy is entered – then the rationale behind the levels selected and fiunally the recommendations to minimise this risk to an acceptable levelThe summary tab shows this risk has been automatically included for the executive summary 



step 8 – APP 
compliance
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The next step is to check if the project will comply with the requirements of the 13 Australian Privacy Principles? A total of 53 questions – their are 11 about the collection of information and 9 on security. This shows the relative importance – that is - for what purposes are you collecting this information – how will you subsequently protect it?



step 9 & 10 – Generate Management 
Recommendations and Report
The PIA should contain two types of recommendations:
◦ How to mitigate against each identified risk
◦ What actions should be taken to progress this project

REPORT:
◦ Title Pages
◦ Executive Summary
◦ Approach
◦ Project Description
◦ Analysis
◦ Compliance Check
◦ Conclusions
◦ Appendix

Length Type
2-3 Pages Threshold Assessment Only

3-15 pages Brief PIA

15-30 pages Concise PIA

30-75 pages Comprehensive PIA

75-150 pages Detailed PIA

150 pages +
(excluding appendices)

Very detailed PIA
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The next two stages are the recommendations and report. This might be as short as 2 pages if you have done a threshold assessment and decided not to proceed  {POINTER} OR as over 150 pages for complex, expensive projects  {POINTER}  All aspects need to be considered – remember the holistic view? Privacy is NOT just about security breaches.



 Free samples available

 Contains all the checklists

 Non technical jargon

 Aimed at Australian businesses 

www.HelpMePrivacy.com
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Further details, including the full PIA for this case study of YourONLineFriends.com are available in the following books – free sample copies can be found with all the information I have just covered  at helmeprivacy.com 
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What was learnt from undertaking the previous case-study was the true value by taking a privacy-by-design approach. 



privacy by design

The  company wanted to comply with APP 10 (Quality) and APP 13 (Correction)

They distributed annually (by post) a copy of the information held on each registered customer

As they grew they found it necessary to use a third party printer who used a mailing company

Following a publicised breach they acted to reduce the risks

To meet monthly deadlines the printer required a CSV file to be sent by FTP

An approach when developing a new product or service to ensure that privacy 
protections have been embedded into all the design stages rather than being added on 

as an afterthought

PROBLEM – how could they separate the sensitive information from the customer’s name and 
mailing address if it was being printed? 

SOLUTION – ask customers to log-in with password and check/modify their information online. 
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CLICK - An approach when developing a new product or service to ensure that privacy protections have been embedded into all the design stages rather than being added on as an afterthought.CLICK - The  company wanted to comply with APP 10 (Quality) and APP 13 (Correction)They distributed annually (by post) a copy of the information held on each registered customerAs they grew they found it necessary to use a third party printer who used a mailing companyFollowing a publicised breach (by a relative at the mailing company) they acted to reduce the risksTo meet monthly deadlines the printer company required a CSV file (Excel spreadsheet) to be sent by FTPCLICK - PROBLEM – how could they separate the sensitive information from the customer’s name and mailing address when it was being printed? {POINTER} SOLUTION – ask customers to log-in with password and check/modify their information online. {POINTER} 



new problems
Not all customers were comfortable with online access

Most had not previously set up online accounts and – reluctant, just for supplying updates.  

Many customers ended up phoning the company - very resource intensive.

Others asked for their details to be posted to them 

The company ended up with a hybrid solution – new software specifically developed for:
◦ customers’ online access
◦ separately printing names and addresses labels 
◦ separately printing sensitive information
◦ auto encryption of the CSV files
◦ plus extensions to their CRM software

If these privacy concern had been identified and addressed at the design 
stage their risks and costs would have been significantly reduced. 
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Now they went over to ONLINE they had new problems to deal with. CLICK - Not all customers were comfortable with online access and preferred the printed version which was easier to check and correct using the supplied reply paid envelope.CLICK - Most had not previously set up online accounts and were reluctant to do this just for supplying updates.  CLICK - Many customers ended up phoning the company with changes which proved very resource intensive.CLICK - Others asked for their details to be posted to them as they are entitled under APP 12 (Access)CLICK - The company ended up with a hybrid solution – they had to have new software developed for:1) customers’ online access2) separately printing names and addresses labels (i.e. couldn’t continue using envelope windows)3) separately printing the personal (sensitive) information4) auto encryption of the CSV files for FTP transfer to printers5) plus extensions to their CRM software to allow for phoned in corrections, etc.CLICK - If these privacy concern had been identified and addressed at the design stage their risks and costs would have been significantly reduced. 
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Now some of you may be aware that the government has introduced a new centralised records for every Australian – not just Health recordsI will quickly walk you through this example



‘my Gov’
Services

 Medicare
 Centrelink
 Australia Tax Office
 Dept. Veterans Affaires
 My Aged Care
 Child Support
 Nat Disability Ins Service
 Australian Job Search

Personally Controlled 
Electronic Health Record
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Accessed via the government portal MYGOV you will find a host of services – all accessible by the one Login – everyone think that’s a good idea?CLICK - I will look at the Personally Controlled Electronic Health Record – soon the be renamed My Health Record 



‘My Health Record’
(formally: Personally Controlled Electronic Health Record)
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Here is a screen shot of my record – I had to sign up for this – i.e. opt-in. But trials are underway that will ensure everyone will get such a record – unless they formally opt-out. 
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It shows every Medicare record when you visit the GP, Hospital or get medicine from the PBS



IHI – unique 16 digit 
number for each individual
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Every one now has a unique IHI made up of 16 digits CLICK – the only people who can get and use this is you or your healthcare provider – health insurance companies can’t use it for example.
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Each and every procedure charged to Medicare is listed as shown



record set to ‘RESTRICTED 
ACCESS’ with a PIN
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BUT – I do have control over who can see what CLICK - here just for demonstration purposes I have placed a restriction on one of my records. 
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I can also monitor who has access my record – and get emails or SMS when it is accessed - mostly me so far.



opt out
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You can cancel it if you wish – but you will get warnings of the consequences



How do I limit access to my eHealth Record?
You may control which healthcare provider organisations access your eHealth Record. 

If you wish to specify access for each healthcare provider organisation, you should create a 
Record Access Code (RAC). 

This code will need to be provided to new healthcare providers you want to have access to your 
eHealth Record.

Even if you have a Record Access Code, all information in your record will be available in a 
medical emergency. 

To gain emergency access a healthcare providers must declare that there is a serious threat to 
your life, health or safety. 

If you do not have a Record Access Code, any healthcare providers involved in your care can 
access your Record.
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You may control which healthcare providers can access your eHealth Record. If you wish to specify access - you should create a Record Access Code (RAC). This code will need to be provided to those healthcare providers for them to view.��Even if you have a Record Access Code, all information in your record will be available in a medical emergency. For emergency access they must declare that there is a serious threat to your life, health or safety. Note that: If you do not have a Record Access Code, any healthcare providers involved in your care can access your Record.
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Now a short view on Social Networking and privacy concerns. 



Records stored in cloud

No encryption was used

Prior to the new APPs
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CLICK - The Australian government has opened an investigation into the Ashley Maddison caseCLICK – They previously investigated a dating service based in Australia – they didn’t get fined as this was prior to the recent law changes of March last year. 



consider privacy of other Aus dating sites 
choice the consumer advocate and product review organisation 

(www.choice.com.au)

their investigation into popular online dating sites, including RSVP, 
eHarmony, Oasis Active, Plenty of Fish, Zoosk and OkCupid, and the 

popular app Tinder

they found that scams are rife, and some privacy policies and terms 
and conditions are riddled with disturbing provisions
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So I thought you might like to see the privacy protections in place for other dating sites – as a comparisonCLICK – This was done by the consumer advocate CHOICE They looked at 7 sites as listed CLICK – they found that  “they found that scams are rife, and some privacy policies and terms and conditions are riddled with disturbing provisions“



"any purpose"

RSVP

Signing up to an RSVP account and agreeing to its privacy terms and conditions in effect grants 
permission for your personal information, including photos and email addresses, to be used for 

, which may include advertising or transmission to a third party. 

While all sites we looked at track your activities using cookies, RSVP even shows other users how 
often you're on the site and who you're looking at.
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I have the summaries here but I will only skip over them RSVP - Allows your personal info to be used for ANY PURPOSE



eHarmony
By posting information and photos on a profile page or any public area of the eHarmony 
website, users automatically agree to have that information perpetually owned and used by 
eHarmony for purposes such as advertising. 

Users' contact details may be shared with third parties for advertising, but opting out is possible 
by changing certain settings or notifying eHarmony of your request in writing.
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eHarmony - A bit better - but your information is perpetually owned for advertising purposes 



Oasis Active
By signing up, users agree that all profile information – including photos – is public, and so 
automatically grant an irrevocable and ongoing licence for the company to use and distribute 
any information posted or transmitted on the site. 

In effect, this means users' photos, aliases and other personal details can be used in advertising, 
online and off, although it's possible to opt out of this by updating privacy options in the account 
settings portal on the website. 

Email addresses, photos and information may also be shared with third parties for marketing 
purposes on behalf of Oasis Active.
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Oasics Active - as with eHarmony - owned for advertising purposes 



OkCupid
OkCupid may use contact information for advertising purposes and compiling its OkTrends blog, 
which tracks and charts user behaviour. 

They may also share this information with third parties. 

OkCupid allows information posted on its site to appear in search engine results.
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Use OKCupid and your private personal information can appear in search engine results 



Plenty of Fish (PoF)
PoF says it may share your personal information with affiliates and third parties acting on their 
behalf in the "normal course of business", though they do say they won't sell it to others.
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PoF claim – “Only for their normal course of business” – whatever that means



Tinder
Privacy is a significant concern when it comes to Tinder, as users sign up with their Facebook 
profile, meaning the company has access to a large amount of personal information, including 
your email address, likes, birthday, education history, interests, current city, personal 
description, your friends list, and photos of you and your Facebook friends who might be 
common with other users. 

Tinder also gives itself access to the content of your chats when you're using the app, and uses 
this information to market itself and third party products or services. 

You can't delete your Tinder account, only the app. This means your virtual Tinder footprint 
could exist in perpetuity.
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Tinder is probably the worst – they use your facebook profile and friends list - your virtual Tinder footprint could exist in perpetuity.



Zoosk
If you sign up to Zoosk and give the site access to one of your social media profiles, such as 
Twitter or Facebook, they may make posts on your behalf on that platform. 

Think twice about giving Zoosk access to your address book – they keep your contacts on file and 
may later use your information to suggest friends and connections to other members. 

By signing up to Zoosk, you grant permission for all your user content to be used for purposes 
including advertising or transmission to a third party.
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Like Tinder they use your facebook and/or your twitter contacts 



spotify
SORRY.

A blog post by Spotify CEO, Daniel Ek, August 21st, 2015 10:02
We are in the middle of rolling out new terms and conditions and privacy policy and they’ve caused a 
lot of confusion about what kind of information we access and what we do with it. We apologize for 
that. We should have done a better job in communicating what these policies mean and how any 
information you choose to share will – and will not – be used.
We understand people’s concerns about their personal information and are 100 percent committed 
to protecting our users’ privacy and ensuring that you have control over the information you share.
So let me try and clear things up.
In our new privacy policy, we indicated that we may ask your permission to access new types of 
information, including photos, mobile device location, voice controls, and your contacts. Let me be 
crystal clear here: If you don’t want to share this kind of information, you don’t have to. We will ask 
for your express permission before accessing any of this data – and we will only use it for specific 
purposes that will allow you to customize your Spotify experience.
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Now another social networking site Spotify has been in the news recently over privacy concerns – the CEO had to send out a SORRY message on his blog and was forced by public opinion to change the access rights 



what you grant to spotify (terms)
You grant Spotify a non-exclusive, transferable, sub-licensable, royalty-free, perpetual (or, in 
jurisdictions where this is not permitted, for a term equal to the duration of the Agreements 
plus twenty (20) years), irrevocable, fully paid, worldwide licence to use, reproduce, make 
available to the public (e.g. perform or display), publish, translate, modify, create derivative 
works from, and distribute any of your User Content in connection with the Service through any 
medium, whether alone or in combination with other content or materials, in any manner and 
by any means, method or technology, whether now known or hereafter created. 

……you also agree to waive any “moral rights” …... and your right to object to derogatory 
treatment …...

This is not under their Privacy Policy but under their Terms and Conditions of Use – a link from 
the full Privacy Policy – total of 24 pages – over 8,000 words.
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BUT - You just don’t want to think what this paragraph implies – it practically says you give up all your rights – It’s not on the privacy policy but a separate terms and conditions – which consist of over 8000 words – who will read this all before they sign up? 
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So where to from here?



IMIA’s WG 4 
‘security in health information systems’
 SiHIS seeking to address global inadequacies for many years

 proposals on minimum standards, guidelines, legislative 
frameworks, voluntary codes, etc. 

 have been widely debated and published

 health information protection has previously relied on regulated 
models that are somewhat static. 

 patients seeking ‘confidentiality’ place trust in the health 
professionals who they regard as in control. 

 yet, today’s connected world is not adequately controlled. 

 with digital data, significant measures are required to implement 
‘Privacy’ protection.
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I have been working with international colleagues – as the recent past chair of this international workgroup – we have been working with the World Health Organisation WHO to bring in international laws to protect health information – very pertinent with the growing number of medical tourists seeking cheaper healthcare overseas.  That is a different presentation – we won’t go into now. 



the way forward?
 #1 ensure your organisation is privacy compliant (APPs) 

 #2 take a holistic view on privacy 

 #3 do a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) with all new projects 

 #4 follow a ‘Privacy-by-Design’ approach

 #5 report breaches and act promptly to prevent them reoccurring 

 #6 don’t sign up to social networks without checking what you’re committing to

 #7 don’t give out any personal information you don’t need to, or want to 

 #8 take control of your personal information, whenever possible  
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CLICK - #1 ensure your organisation is privacy compliant (APPs) CLICK - #2 take a holistic view on privacy CLICK - #3 do a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) with all new projects CLICK - #4 follow a ‘Privacy-by-Design’ approachCLICK - #5 report breaches and act promptly to prevent them reoccurring CLICK - #6 don’t sign up to social networks without checking what you’re committing toCLICK - #7 don’t give out any personal information you don’t need to, or want to CLICK - #8 take control of your personal information, whenever possible  PRIVACY IS YOUR PROBLEM!CLICK



www.HelpMePrivacy.com

Thank You!

w:   www.PeterCroll.com
e:   help@petercroll.com
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Thank you – Any Questions?
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